
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _______________ back to him.1. (not/go)am not going

_________________________________________________?2.
(these evidences of a wave/rapidly/recede/?)

Are these evidences of a wave rapidly receding

I _____________ to you as a disinterested outsider.3. (talk)'m talking

I _____________ you could have heard that talk!4. (wish)am wishing

Now you've got it straight from the shoulder, and I ___________ up to bed.5.
(go)

'm going

And although some of the prophets are remarkable for particular features
of character, they __________________ in all the others which are requisite
to constitute goodness.

6.

(not/want)
are not wanting

I ________________ you to give your votes to this party but only that you
read its platform, study its program, and satisfy yourselves as to what its
principles are, what it stands for, and what it expects to accomplish.

7.

(not/ask)

am not asking

But ________________________________ the bay?8.
(what/this craft/come down/?)

what's this craft coming down

When they go to church they ___________________ of religion.9.
(not/think)

are not thinking

He ______________ the kid's arm.10. (break)'s breaking

There is not a single selfish element, so far as I can see, in the cause we
_______________ for.
11.

(fight)are fighting

The little children _______________ to death.12. (freeze)are freezing

I would resign only I know I ________________ the delight forever-I am
only postponing it a year.
13.

(not/lose)
am not losing

__________________________ again, Esther?14. (you/not/really/go/?)Aren't you really going
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Just ______________________ at, old man, anyway?15. (what/you/aim/?)what are you aiming

If he ______________ on his head the tail will come first.16. (stand)'s standing

She _____________ in Cornhill, London.17. (walk)is walking

The South _____________ into a new life.18. (arise)is arising

I _________________ my eulogium for the Academy; I will admit it was
unpardonably imbecile, but I told it her.
19.

(not/write)
am not writing

The first trouble with this doctrine of virtual representation is that it
___________________ to numbers.
20.

(not/accord)is not according
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